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Wasleys Primary School newsletter
Important Dates
AUGUST
15th—19th Science Week
22nd—26th Book Week
25th School Photos
26th Book Week Parade &
assembly (2:40)

SEPTEMBER
5th School Closure Day
6th Pupil Free Day
19th Casual Clothes Day
23rd Sports Day
30th End Term 3

Dear families, I have squished
my spiel onto the front page
to make room for our student
reporters on the last 2 pages.
The next couple of weeks are
going to be jam-packed as we
celebrate Science Week this
week and Book Week next
week, along with School Photos next Thursday and our usual Parade on
the Friday. School photo envelopes went home last week, so if you
haven't received yours, please check your child’s school bag.

On Wednesday, we have a special treat for the students as we participate
in a webinar exploring what kinds of food we may be eating in 2050. The
children will be eating some interesting things so a consent form with
more information will go home tomorrow. Please sign and return it on
Wednesday so your child can get the most of this unique experience.
Recently families were contacted directly by the Department asking them
to complete a Parent Survey about the experiences of yourselves and
your child/ren. The more people who respond, the more useful the
feedback is that we receive, so we highly encourage all parents to
participate. Your responses are anonymous. Staff also participate in a
survey, known as a Perspective Survey which provides feedback on
different aspects of our work at various levels within the Department.
We have both a School Closure and a Pupil Free Day coming up in the first
week of September, so it will be an extra long weekend for students. Staff
will spend the day assessing and moderation student writing and
engaging in professional development with our support services team,
gaining deeper understanding of Barriers to student learning and how to
overcome them. When students return on the Wednesday, we welcome
Ms Patterson to our staff as she will be teaching the Primary Class while
Mrs Jones enjoys some Long Service Leave with her family. Ms Patterson
has been coming to school on Thursdays and is known to students in both
classes. Mrs Jones will return Monday week 9 dressed like a pirate for our
SRC Pirate themed Casual Clothes Day,
Stay safe and keep in touch. Warm regards, Ann-Marie

Belonging, Opportunity, Achievement, Teamwork
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Testing properties of materials

Entering the Christmas Pageant Mini Float
Competition

At the end of term 2 for science we tested the
properties of materials, for example, we tested if
felt was absorbent or if pipe cleaners are magnetic.
We were having fun and the water part was very
messy. Also we tested if plasticine was malleable
and we made predictions but some were wrong.
By reporter Tom.

Last term, as part of Art, Design and Technology, we
entered the Christmas Pageant Mini Float Competition.
Peyton, Grace and Harmony made The Penguin House,
Bella and Indi made the North Pole, Beau and Connor
made the Cookie Robot, I made the magical singing
bear and Marcus made What is in the box?

Mad Magpie

SANFL Football Clinic

In English we have been reading a dreamtime story
called Mad Magpie. The cheeky Butcher Birds bully
Gulu the Magpie but the Elders tell him to stay
calm like the water and strong like the current. He
then teaches the other birds to sing instead of
fighting.

On the last day of school last term, Todd from the
SANFL came to teach us the basic skills of football
like kicking straight and handballing correctly. We
did some games and tried to kick goals. It was
fun.

By reporter Lucas W.
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By reporter Bailey.

By reporter Beau.

Cooking with Kim

Gardening

Every Friday, a small group works with
Kim to cook a recipe for everyone to try at
lunch. So far we have cooked brownies,
apple pie, fruit kebabs, frittatas, honey
crackles and spaghetti bolognaise.

In the garden we have started to plant
vegetables and fruit. We go to the garden
every Friday to pull out the weeds and
water the plants. We also feed some of
the weeds to the chooks.

By reporter Fred.

By reporter Indi.

Learning Fractions in Maths
In Maths we have been learning fractions. We
used different materials to help us such as lego
blocks, fractions kits and geoboards and different
strategies such as number lines and division.
We’ve come a long way with our learning since
we started. By reporter Grace.
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NADIOC Week
For NADIOC week, 3rd-10th July, we all
coloured in a poster with the message ‘Get up!
Stand up! Show up!’. Each morning we also
watched Acknowledgments of Country, from
different Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
languages. We did puzzles with aboriginal
artwork and stories. By reporters Bella &
Peyton.

